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Welcome Word
Dear alumni,
Sarah Chayes, author of the book Thieves of
State and the subject of our cover story, says
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anti-corruption professionals are the greatest
public servants of all. “They may sometimes
feel like they’re fighting a dragon, but
fighting dragons is what heroes do,” is her
message for those of you reflecting on your
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difficult and sometimes dangerous work in
this field.
Sarah was the keynote speaker at a sideevent during IACA’s fourth Assembly of
Parties in Vienna in December 2015. In a
special interview with IACAlumnus for our
first issue of 2016, she talks about the
reaction to her book, reframing the
corruption issue, and finding the vulnerable
points of corrupt networks.
IACA alumni around the world continue to
make progress in fighting the corruption
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dragon. In this issue Gerhard Levy shows
how EU anti-corruption projects help EU
Member States and non-members alike,
Lucky Kabondo Muntanga looks at the role
of Integrity Committees in tackling
corruption in Zambia, while Claudia
Paluszkiewicz and Sebastian Hamel report
back from the IACA Regional Summer
Academy - Latin America.
As always, we encourage you to write for
the magazine and to tell us how we can
serve you better. We also look forward to
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seeing many of you at this summer’s third
alumni reunion, preliminary details of which
are on page 22.
Sincerely,
The Alumni Team
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magazine reflect the opinions of the contributors and do not
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In her recent book Thieves of State, Sarah Chayes highlighted the largely overlooked nexus
between corruption and acute security crises. She elaborated on this theme as the keynote
speaker at a side-event during IACA’s fourth Assembly of Parties (AoP) in Vienna in December
2015. In a separate interview with IACA at the AoP, she talked about the reaction to her
book, reframing the corruption issue, and finding the vulnerable points of corrupt networks.

T

ell us first of all about your book and the reaction
to it. Was there anything that really stood out for
you?

A couple of things. I did get the sense that for some people I was
articulating something that they sort of understood but hadn’t
quite put together, like joining dots. But secondly, some outreach
I got surprised me. For example I was contacted by the U.S.
Department of Commerce, which had not been one of my
targets. My targets had been the more predictable foreign or
defence ministries. Then I realized “but of course!” There’s a
hugely important issue for the private sector and in particular
trade promotion on the part of western countries that consider
themselves to be non-corrupt. They will often be pushing for
good deals for their industries in countries that are corrupt, and
good deals are achieved in a sense by colluding with corruption.
Or private sector actors are thinking only about how to navigate
corrupt environments rather than how their interaction with
these environments is in fact enabling and facilitating the
strengthening of kleptocratic networks. So these companies
bear a certain degree of responsibility for the negative outcomes
that may result, including security outcomes.
Corruption is a huge problem but we’re not talking
about it. Why not?
Good question! I think partly the way it’s been framed in the past
has been an incredible doze. It’s been phrased as an efficiency

issue or a brake on development, or as introducing economic
inefficiencies into the system. The human dimension of it has
been ignored. So people miss the way the indignation that
corruption generates is responsible for some very extreme
reactions on the part of populations, be it revolutions or joining
extremist movements.
I think corruption has been misframed, and as a result of the
misframing it’s always seen as a secondary consideration. So
whatever your priority is as a private sector actor or a public
official - whether it’s delivering a health programme in a
developing country, having good diplomatic relations with your
counterparts, or security - trumps corruption. But what people
haven’t understood is that they will never achieve their immediate
imperatives if they ignore corruption.
Does it make sense to fight corruption at the national
level, or does the approach need to be more
international, more global?
There’s a very important international dimension to corruption.
In some cases kleptocratic networks in a given country spill over
borders. And some of the countries that consider themselves to
be uncorrupt are in fact the ones providing the most services to
corrupt officials overseas, so you could even say that the network
extends to western developed nation service providers. By that I
mean banks, real estate companies, lawyers, et cetera.
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However, it’s very important to understand the dynamics of
corruption on a country or regional basis, because they’re very
different. Which particular elements of state function a
kleptocratic network has repurposed is going to differ from
country to country. The critical revenue streams that are being
captured will also differ depending on what the resources are
and the historical background of the country. So you also need
to have some granularity in your understanding of the
phenomenon on a local basis.
Tactically, is it better to fight corruption by going
after the big fish, or rather to start nearer the bottom?
What’s the best approach in different contexts?
Tactics need to be tailored to the specific environment under
consideration. The first thing you need to do is understand that
environment, and that means doing a really careful structural
analysis. What are the elements of state function that have been
repurposed by a kleptocratic network to its benefit? What are
the elements that have been deliberately hollowed out? Which
people or institutions are the key enablers and facilitators of
corrupt behaviours? What does the corrupt network look like?
That means creating network diagrams, which anti-corruption
institutions rarely do, and then thinking really strategically about
what the weak link is. What is the vulnerable brick in the wall
that could bring the whole wall down?

How important a role can civil society groups play?
Civil society is one of the most powerful potential allies for anticorruption reformers in a severely corrupt country. But it is often
extremely vulnerable and under-resourced, and often
misunderstood. “Civil society” has come to be a euphemism for
NGOs that are specialized in a certain field, such as anticorruption. And I think it’s important to understand that civil
society is a much broader concept than that.
There are two really important roles I think civil society can play.
One is to support investigations and expand the reach of official
anti-corruption institutions. The other is to help remove a degree
of complacency, a “this is the way things are done” attitude that
you often see among a population in an acutely corrupt country.
Civil society can say “no, this isn’t how it’s done in our country”,
and give ordinary people ideas for how to kick back against
corruption.
The problem is that there’s very often a belief in the west that
local civil society is the (sole) answer to corruption. So you
definitely need to enlist civil society on your side, but you
shouldn’t overestimate what it’s able to do all by itself.
When we talk about the sort of anti-corruption
training and education that IACA provides, what is
the right mix of theory and practice?
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Sarah Chayes is a senior associate at the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace in Washington, D.C. A former reporter,
she lived in Afghanistan for almost a decade from 2001 and
served as special adviser to the chairman of the U.S. Joint
Chiefs of Staff. She is an expert in South Asia policy, kleptocracy
and anti-corruption, and civil-military relations. Much of her
research and writing focuses on correlations between acute
public corruption and the rise of militant extremism. She is the
author of Thieves of State: Why Corruption Threatens Global
Security (W. W. Norton & Company, 2015) and The Punishment
of Virtue: Inside Afghanistan After the Taliban (Penguin Press,
2006).
She was recently a lecturer in IACA’s 2015 – 2017 Master in
Anti-Corruption Studies (MACS) programme.

I think the conceptual background is important, and in particular
the reframing of the issue. If you make corruption one of these
odourless or anonymous structural forces, that’s not very helpful.
And if you provide straight technical training in a nondifferentiated way, participants are never going to get anywhere
because they’ll never have enough resources to use that technical
expertise effectively when they are up against a thoroughly
integrated corruption network.

find allies, because you can’t do this alone. You have to identify
and cultivate allies within your own society and also outside so
you can bring supporting fire to bear when you go to battle.

It’s more useful to help anti-corruption professionals understand
how corruption is driving some of the existential threats their
country may be facing, and understand the structured and
network dynamics of how corruption works in their country. This
will help them to better tailor and focus the limited resources
they have. If they’re able to think where the vulnerabilities are in
their country’s corrupt networks, they can think how to focus
their energy on those vulnerabilities so that with a relatively small
amount of effort they can achieve a greater effect.

I think we’re in a nadir at the moment. I think we’re in a very
negative place in terms of corruption, and it’s partly because of
the exaltation of money as a social yardstick that’s been taking
place around the world since about the mid-1980s. But there’s
usually only one way you can go from a low point, and that’s up.
I’m getting a feeling that at least some of the arguments about
this nexus between corruption and acute security crises are
beginning to make some headway and people are starting to
wake up. You’re seeing a number of country leaders take up the
corruption issue, and in many cases these are leaders of countries
that are providing corruption services. Once they make this a
plank in their political platform, they’re going to be held to
account in their own country. So I must say that I think we’ll be
looking at a slightly better situation in five to ten years - assuming
that everyone does their part.

What is your motivational message, your words of
advice for anti-corruption professionals who might be
feeling discouraged about the size of the problem?
They are the greatest public servants of all. They may sometimes
feel like they’re fighting a dragon, but fighting dragons is what
heroes do. So it’s heroic what they’re doing on behalf of their
societies. The advice I would give them is to work very hard to

How optimistic are you about the fight against
corruption? If you update your book in five or ten
years from now, will you be painting a brighter
picture?
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by G erhard Lev y

Drawing on his extensive professional experience, IACA alumnus
Gerhard Levy explains how EU projects in the field of anti-corruption
bring benefits for EU Member States and non-members alike

TAIEX

T

ackling corruption is a challenging and ongoing process
that demands careful study, experience, and long-lasting
efforts to achieve real results. Regardless of a country’s
maturity in this process, most would agree that one approach is
not enough to be effective. Different actions must be
implemented if a country really wants to engage government,
civil society, and companies in the fight against corruption.

In general the most important instruments of the EU
Neighbourhood and Enlargement Policies for non-EU countries
are the TAIEX (Technical Assistance and Information Exchange)
programme and Twinning Projects. Both TAIEX and Twinning
primarily aim to support non-EU countries in transposing,
implementing, and enforcing the Community acquis - the
accumulated legislation, legal acts, and court decisions that
constitute the body of EU law.
These instruments mainly focus on two target groups of states
and jurisdictions outside the EU. They are the Instrument for PreAccession Assistance (IPA), covering candidates and potential
candidates for EU membership such as Albania, Serbia, or Turkey,
and the European Neighbourhood Instrument (ENI), meaning the
EU’s eastern neighbours (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia,
Republic of Moldova, and Ukraine) as well as ten Mediterranean
states and jurisdictions to the south.

TAIEX helps public administrations to approximate, apply, and
enforce EU legislation and facilitates the sharing of EU best
practices. The programme is largely needs-driven and delivers
tailor-made expertise via workshops, expert missions, and study
visits.
According to the TAIEX and TWINNING Activity Report 20141,
1,660 operations took place and over 30,000 officials from
public administrations of IPA and ENI beneﬁciaries were exposed
to a transfer of knowledge and competence from EU member
states’ public experts.
I have been involved in several TAIEX operations in previous
years, including “Rules on Ethics and Conduct of Civil Servants in
Azerbaijan”, “Development of Risk Management in Tax
Administration in Kosovo2”, and “Professional Ethics - Integrity Value Management - Anti-Corruption for Customs Administration
Serbia”.

Twinning
Twinning refers to bilateral partnership projects between the
administrative bodies of EU Member States and a (potential)
candidate country or an EU Neighbourhood country. These
projects, which last from six months (Twinning Light Projects) to
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Gerhard Levy (Austria) is a Legal Expert at the
Austrian Ministry of Finance who has worked in
senior and chief executive positions in the sector of
Tax Fraud (Tax Investigation Unit) and Corruption
(Department for Internal Affairs). He has
participated in several EU projects focused on Tax
Fraud, Anti-Corruption, and Mutual Assistance, as
Key Expert as well as Project Leader.
Gerhard is a graduate of IACA’s Master in AntiCorruption Studies (MACS) 2012 - 2014.

three years, are financed by the European Commission and cover
a specific policy area where the country should and wants to
reform.
The main advantage of EU Twinning projects is the overall
approach. There is no “one size fits all” method because - as
numerous examples show - such approaches do not work. In a
Twinning project experts from Member States work on an equal
footing with peers from Beneficiary States on specific, predefined
issues and tasks. If the project is properly implemented, this
should lead to tailor-made solutions and sustainable results, and
create identification and a sense of ownership for the outcomes
in the Beneficiary administrations.
An EU Twinning project can only be initiated by a Beneficiary
Country. The respective public administration has to define the
objective and purpose of the project and its expected results,
and has to outline ways to reach the goals. With reference to
previous and ongoing projects the Beneficiary has to justify the
call for proposals and financing by the European Commission.
Based on a “Project Fiche” approved by the Commission, EU
Member States’ administrations develop project proposals that
include concrete descriptions of activities, an implementation
plan, and the competences of the proposed experts. Following a
hearing in front of representatives of the Beneficiary
administration and EU Delegation, the Beneficiary accepts one of
these proposals.
Project implementation starts after the preparatory phase and
the notification of the work plan. Experts from the Member
State’s administration conduct missions, workshops, or seminars
together with experts from the Beneficiary’s organization.
In general the joint work of experts consists of the following
steps:
{{ Assessment of current situation, evaluation of processes or
structures, gaps and needs analyses, detection of weaknesses,
and emphasis of strengths
{{ Common elaboration of achievable improvements based on
assessment results

{{ Drafting necessary legislation, guidelines, manuals, or
instructions
{{ Training of staff
{{ Definition of procedures to secure sustainability.
Twinning projects in which I have been involved include
“Enhancement of National Anticorruption Department‘s
Investigative Capacities in Romania” (expert), “Strengthening of
the Tax Administration in the Fight against Corruption in Croatia”
(project leader), Strengthening Administrative Capacity of the
Georgia Revenue Service in Taxation” (project leader), and
“Implementation of a Modern Financial Management and
Control System and Public Financial Inspection in Albania”
(expert - see case study below).

CASE STUDY: ALBANIA
Impact and success of an EU Twinning project
The two-year project on “Implementation of a Modern Financial
Management and Control System and Public Financial Inspection
in Albania” started in the last quarter of 2014. The overall
objective is the development of effective, efficient, transparent,
and accountable use of public funds with two key aspects:
{{ Implementation of a Financial Management and Control
System
{{ Implementation of a Public Financial Inspection.
Together with other experts, I am primarily involved in the latter
area, which began with analyses of the status quo and the
common determination of a concrete work plan and reachable
expectations.
In the meantime a new law on Public Financial Inspection was
produced and entered into force in November 2015. The law
defines:
{{ The purpose and scope of Public Financial Inspection protection of the financial interests of public entities against
serious financial mismanagement, fraud, theft, destruction of
property, abuse of power, or corruption
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{{ Subjects to public inspection - general government units,
state enterprises, non-profit organizations, and any legal or
natural entity, only for funds from the state budget, European
Union or funds under an international agreement
{{ And - inter alia - principles, activities, and basis for
commencement of Public Financial Inspection as well as rights
and obligations of inspectors and subjects to inspections
{{ In parallel, more detailed directives on rules and procedures
plus criteria for the commencement of Public Financial Inspections
were developed and approved by the responsible authorities.

On 22 October 2015 an information event for high-ranking
representatives of this group (ministries, regional administrations,
and municipalities) took place at the premises of the Minister of
State on Local Issues on Anti-Corruption Policies. As a result,
about ten additional seminars and workshops are planned to
take place in 2016 on corruption prevention and awareness
raising in the context of Public Financial Inspection responsibilities
and the Inter-Sectoral Strategy against Corruption 2015-2020.

The Public Financial Inspection Directorate of the Republic of
Albania will also play the AFCOS role (Anti-Fraud Coordination
Service) and serve as contact point for the European Anti-Fraud
Office (OLAF). Instructions and cooperation agreements were
drafted to this end.

EU support instruments in the field of anti-corruption have
become important during the last five years, and related projects
will be launched in the next few months in Croatia, Montenegro,
Republic of Moldova, Serbia, and elsewhere.

In addition, an outdated Code of Ethics for Public Financial
Inspectors was completely renewed. Together with our Albanian
colleagues, four main principles of inspectors were elaborated:
integrity, objectivity, legality, and confidentiality. The code
focuses especially on values and principles and emphasizes
professional ethics.
At the beginning of 2016 a comprehensive manual for the
practical work of inspectors was in preparation. This includes
templates, checklists, case studies, and solutions for Public
Financial Inspections for management of public funds in general,
construction works and public procurement, as well as tax and
customs administrations. The manual also contains a revised
structure of Public Financial Inspection Reports and Annual
Reports, covering a tailor-made performance evaluation process.

Summary and conclusions

My own experience has convinced me that participation in wellimplemented projects and activities leads to a win-win situation.
Employees of Beneficiary administrations broaden their
understanding, awareness, and problem-solving competences;
the organization receives sustainable improvements of
regulations and processes; and every EU Member State expert
learns a lot and enhances his/her skills and know-how.
Cooperation over a longer period creates a feeling of solidarity,
mutual understanding, and sometimes friendship. Because most
of the experts stay in contact with colleagues from earlier
projects and exchange experiences and knowledge beyond the
lifetime of a project, it enlarges the international anti-corruption
community.

Endnotes
The focus of the second part of the Twinning project should be
improving the capacities of inspectors and inspection directorate
staff through trainings and workshops. In view of the fact that
“the Government of Albania commits itself to fight corruption
without compromise and to show zero tolerance, giving public
policy the priority it deserves”3 , the project team decided, in
close cooperation with the EU Delegation to Albania, to extend
the target groups for trainings, especially to anti-corruption
commissioners and/or compliance officers of “Subjects to public
inspections”.

1

http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement /pdf/taiex /taiex _ activity_

report_ 2014_en.pdf
2

This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is

in line with UNSCR 1244 and the IC J Opinion on the Kosovo
Declaration of Independence.
3

Albanian Inter-Sectoral Strategy against Corruption 2015-2020,

http://w w w.ceshtjetvendore.gov.al/files/pages_files/15-05-04-0552-24Inter-sectoral_ Strategy_ against_Corruption_ 2015-2020.pdf
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Institutional Vehicles
in the

fight against
Corruption
by Luck y K abondo Munt anga
Zambia’s public service is considered to be key to the country’s economic
development and to improving the quality of people’s lives. It also fosters private
market-led growth. However, public service delivery in Zambia is highly vulnerable
to corruption. IACA Alumnus Lucky Kabondo Muntanga explains how Integrity
Committees can help to fight corruption in this and other sectors.

Globally, corruption continues to be one of the fiercest
phenomena responsible for social inequality, a high incidence of
poverty, and reduced economic growth. Because corruption
transcends national boundaries, Zambia has not been spared
from its insidious effects. Encouragingly, it is not uncommon for
the country’s civil society organizations, media, clergymen, and
politicians to abhor corruption and its perpetrators. This public
discourse raises stakeholders’ awareness of the existence of
corruption and has perhaps given the government the impetus
to mount a relentless fight against it.
Although Zambia has made considerable progress in the last
decade in its fight against corruption, it remains a serious issue.
This is according to Marie Chêne of Transparency International
(TI)1. Legal and institutional frameworks have been strengthened
and investigations have been conducted into alleged instances of
corruption involving high-ranking government officials, some of
whom have been prosecuted. In TI’s 2015 Corruption Perceptions
Index, which indicates the perceived level of public-sector
corruption, Zambia maintained its score of 38 on a scale of 0
(highly corrupt) to 100 (very clean). It therefore ranked joint 76th

out of 168 countries and territories worldwide and was the 7th
“cleanest” country from the 14 assessed in Southern Africa2.
However, empirical evidence indicates that bribery, arguably the
most common form of corruption, is deeply entrenched in
Zambia’s business environment, with most companies or
individuals using bribes to gain competitive advantage. Members
of the public frequently encounter bribery, and often find it
difficult to have the conviction to say no. The survey-based
Zambia Bribe Payers Index report for 20143 indicated that 57.1%
of respondents paid a bribe in that year, up from 44.6% in 2012.
The report also showed that the prevalence of bribery and
corruption in general, particularly in public services, was gradually
reaching epic proportions.

Laws and policies
Zambia has strengthened its policy framework and enacted
various laws aimed at diminishing incentives that create an
environment conducive for corruption. The principal piece of
legislation is the Anti-Corruption Act No. 3 of 2012. This also
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provides for the establishment of the Anti-Corruption
Commission, a government agency mandated to spearhead the
fight against corruption and other related vices.
However, the existence of policy and a legislative framework
does not make the fight any simpler and does not guarantee the
elimination of corruption. Robert Klitgaard4 has said that it is very
difficult to change a basic institutional, political, and cultural setup in a short space of time. A gradual but paradigm shift in the
cultural fabric of society is key in reducing the incidence of
corruption. In a paper5 presented to the ISPAC6 conference back
in 1999, Petter Langseth argued that the most effective approach
in the fight against corruption is to achieve fundamental but
gradual increments in the honesty, efficiency, and fairness of
government. He argued against the complete elimination of
corruption as it would be cost-prohibitive and unrealistic. This
approach is consistent with widely practised change management
techniques that target “small” wins.
The government of Zambia realizes that corruption is a complex,
dynamic, and cross-cutting phenomenon and therefore requires
a multi-faceted approach to dealing with it. This approach is
premised on the belief that every person is part of the problem
and therefore must be part of the solution.

Why Integrity Committees
matter
With this in mind, the government has institutionalized the fight
against corruption so that the struggle is not left to the AntiCorruption Commission alone. Therefore Integrity Committees
have a highly important role to play in this broader fight.
As part of the implementation process of the National AntiCorruption Policy of 2009, the government approved the
establishment of Integrity Committees in both public and private
institutions. Under the amended Anti-Corruption Act No. 3 of
2015, the establishment of such committees is now a legal
requirement in all public institutions.
Working closely with the Anti-Corruption Commission, Integrity
Committees design and implement programmes aimed at
cultivating a culture of zero tolerance towards corruption in their
respective organizations. These programmes focus on education,
prevention, and enforcement. Integrity Committees also help to
administer the Commission’s Corruption Vulnerability
Assessments tool in different organizations. The tool is primarily
used to analyze aspects of an organization’s service delivery
chain that are highly susceptible to corruption with a view to
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Lucky Kabondo Muntanga works as Manager Internal
Audit for the National Council for Construction (NCC), a
government agency mandated to register, regulate, and
build capacity of all persons undertaking construction
activities in Zambia. He is the current Chairperson of the
Integrity Committee, which is responsible for developing
and implementing interventions to prevent corruption in
the organization. In this role Lucky has been instrumental
in sensitizing all stakeholders in the construction sector to
the dangers of corruption with the aim of evoking a
mindset that will make them resent corruption and its
related anti-social vices.
He participated in IACA’s Procurement Anti-Corruption
Training in September 2015.

Lucky Kabondo Muntanga

creating interventions that minimize opportunities for corruption
to occur.
The Integrity Committees initiative has received overwhelming
support from public service institutions but has so far not been a
success in the private sector. The number of Zambian institutions
with such a committee has grown steadily from just a handful
five years ago to 46 at the beginning of 2016, but only two of
these belong to private firms. This is most probably because only
public institutions are required to create Integrity Committees
under the amended Anti-Corruption Act.
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BUILDING
BONDS
IN THE FIGHT AGAINST
CORRUPTION

A participant’s perspective
from the IACA
Regional summer Academy – Latin America
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T

here is no doubt that the fight against corruption
has become a trending topic in Latin America. In
this context, from 21 - 27 November 2015 the city
of Buenos Aires had the privilege of hosting the first IACA
Regional Summer Academy, an intensive seven-day
programme consisting of lectures, round tables, and
group work sessions.
The participants came from ten countries: Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Mexico,
Paraguay, Peru, and Uruguay. I was positively surprised by
the group’s professional diversity, which encompassed the
public and private sectors, civil society, and academia.

On our first day, an effective team building session helped
us to interact with each other in a more informal arena.
Several fun group activities including role playing, musical
knowledge competitions, and acting (!) were a short cut
to sharing our background, interests, and motivations. I
warmly recall these activities as “bond building sessions”
and as the cornerstone of our lively IACA group. Of
course, at coffee breaks, lunches, and dinners, there was
always a chance for networking and valuable exchange
among peers.

During the lectures, professors were always open to our
concerns and questions, and debate was encouraged. It is
worth highlighting that the participants’ varied
professional experiences enhanced the active discussions.
Thank you for contributing with your different perspectives
and views!
As a lawyer specialized in international business, anticorruption, and compliance, I found taking courses that
were not limited to legal matters to be extremely valuable
and enriching. We had the privilege of hearing
internationally recognized professors from different
disciplines such as law and public procurement, the
psychology of corruption, anti-corruption public policies,
private sector compliance programmes, and the economy
of corruption. This holistic experience definitely
contributed to my perception of anti-corruption issues
from a broader perspective. I found the case studies
concerning the fight against corruption in the region
particularly interesting, including the access we had to
the first-hand testimonies of lecturers who have been key
players in such processes, such as Robert Klitgaard, Ronald
MacLean-Abaroa, Luis Moreno Ocampo, and Paulo
Roberto Galvao de Carvalho.
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We participated in two regional round tables: one focused
on private sector initiatives and the other on perspectives
of anti-corruption in Latin America. And, of course, there
was the unforgettable group work on the “Natira” case.
Guillermo Jorge led us through five sessions where we
interacted in groups to analyze a complex corruption case
in the fictitious country of “Natira”. We worked hard to
consider and present the perspectives of the different
public and private sector players!
Social events were also part of the programme. We all
very much enjoyed the reception at the Austrian
Ambassador’s residence, hosted by Karin Proidl, the
Austrian Ambassador in Argentina, including a memorable
tango show. In addition, IACA made arrangements for
participants to taste world-renowned Argentinian meat at
the waterfront in Puerto Madero. This was an opportunity
for us to visit together this lively and exclusive
neighbourhood that combines the recycled and
refurbished warehouses of the old Buenos Aires port with
the city’s most modern architecture.

Claudia Paluszkiewicz is a senior associate at the law firm of
Marval, O’Farrell & Mairal in Buenos Aires. She has over 15
years of experience advising local and foreign companies
about different aspects of Argentine law, in particular
corporate, contracts, commercial and financial law,
information regimes, and compliance and anti-corruption.

A special note for the IACA team’s dedication. Elisabeth,
Eugenio, Ivan, and Vesna: thank you so much for your
hard work in the preparation and development of the
Summer Academy! We could perceive that every detail
was monitored so that all sessions and social events ran
successfully and smoothly. And, last but not least, thank
you for the pictures and the video that you prepared for
us on the last day, which documented each of our
experiences.

She has been involved in numerous international business
transactions, reorganizations, mergers and acquisitions, legal
due diligence, investments, and start-ups of foreign companies
doing business in Argentina. She specializes in the analysis and
implementation of programmes and proceedings to minimize
legal and compliance risks and internal investigations.
She graduated from the Law School of the University of

To all my fellow participants, it was a pleasure having
shared this programme with you. We shall continue
keeping in touch, and I look forward to seeing you again
at future Alumni reunions. Each of us is now part of this
IACA global anti-corruption community.
¡Muchas gracias y hasta pronto!

Buenos Aires in 1997 and has obtained the certification in
Ethics & Compliance from the CEMA University, the
International Federation of Compliance Associations (IFCA),
and the Argentine Association of Ethics
and Compliance (AAEC).
She participated in the IACA Regional Summer Academy Latin America in November 2015.

More details about the programme’s content and
lecturers are available at www.iaca.int/images/sub/
standard-trainings/regional_academy_-_latin_
america/Latin_America_brochure.pdf
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Seba s t i a n H a mel

PUTTING
LEARNING
INTO
PRACTICE

Sebastian Hamel, an anti-corruption adviser to various

IACA regional Summer Academy - latin america

international organizations, also participated in the
IACA Regional Summer Academy - Latin America and
found the programme rewarding.

“The training provided me with many valuable and useful
tools for my professional life,” he says. “I would like to
highlight the top-quality lecturers we had, who conveyed
their practical, up-to-date knowledge to us. Likewise, the
latest trends in anti-corruption studies were very well
explained. I would also highlight the excellent organization
of the training and successful selection of students, as
well as the ability to always keep our attention and
interest for a very intense seven days.”
Sebastian says the IACA Regional Summer Academy was
fundamental in helping him develop the theoretical and
practical content of his classes in a new academic initiative
in Santiago, Chile.

He was academic coordinator and teacher in an
International Diploma on Human Rights, Transparency
and Public Policies against Corruption, organized by the
Henry Dunant Foundation for Latin America. During the
week of 18 - 22 January 2016, students from Chile,
Colombia, Guatemala, and Peru attended classes in
Santiago and took part in a workshop aimed at applying
a human rights approach to public policies for transparency
and anti-corruption.

More information is available at
www.fundacionhenrydunant.org
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SAVE
THE DATE
The third IACA alumni reunion will
take place from Thursday, 7 July to
Friday, 8 July this year.
The reunion will again be a lively mix
of lectures, discussions, and informal
networking with fellow alumni from
around the world. Alumni are also
invited to join participants from the
sixth annual IACA Summer Academy
for dinner and dancing on the
Thursday evening.

3

A detailed programme will be sent to
you by the end of March. In the
meantime, please contact us via
alumni@iaca.int if you would be
interested in coming.

.7
.8 july

2016
l a x e n
bu r g

rd

IACA

ALUMNI
R E UNION
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What’s
New at IACA?
IACA Summer
Academy,
1 – 8 July 2016

Tailor-Made Training
for Representatives of
Eurasian Economic
Union Member States,
25 - 27 May 2016

“Best of“ Series,
7 - 8 July 2016

Anti-Corruption in
Local Governance
Training,
11 - 15 July 2016

Applications close
15 March

Applications close
15 March

Registration opens
in March

Applications open
in March

Procurement AntiCorruption Training,
22 Aug -16 Sept 2016

IACA Regional
Summer Academy
- Eastern Africa,
3 - 9 Sept 2016

Master in AntiCorruption Studies
(2014 – 2016 class),
Module VII

Master in AntiCorruption Studies
(2015 – 2017 class),
Module III

Applications:
15 March - 2 May

Applications open
in March

4 - 15 April

2 - 13 May

Master in AntiCorruption Studies
(2016 – 2018 class),
starting Oct 2016
Note:
Applications close
31 May

This list is not exhaustive. IACA will announce details of more programmes and trainings
for 2016 in due course. Please check our website (www.iaca.int) for updates.

Upcoming
conferences
12th Annual
TRACE Forum

GRECO 71
Plenary Meeting

2016 OECD
Integrity Forum

Washington, D.C.,
United States

Strasbourg,
France

Paris,
France

2 – 3 March 2016

14 – 18 March 2016

19 - 20 April 2016

8th Russia and
CIS Summit
on Anti-Corruption
Moscow,
Russian Federation
31 may – 1 june 2016
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